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Recent Events May Put the Brakes on Government Requests for Privilege Waivers
in the Context of Corporate Criminal Investigations
I. Introduction
In response to the crisis caused by the recent spate of corporate scandals,1 on
January 20, 2003, Deputy Attorney General Lawrence D. Thompson issued a policy
memorandum directing officers of the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) to change the
manner in which corporate fraud investigations are conducted.2 The now infamous
memorandum, commonly referred to as the “Thompson Memo,” created a list of nine
factors that prosecutors must consider when determining whether to charge a corporation
with a crime.3 One such factor is the extent of the corporation’s “timely and voluntary
disclosure of wrongdoing and its willingness to cooperate in the investigation of its
agents, including, if necessary, the waiver of corporate attorney-client privilege and work
product protection.”4 The memorandum has also undermined the privilege by calling for
consideration of a corporation’s support for “culpable” employees, including the
company’s payment of an employee’s legal fees.5 The government’s increasing reliance
upon privilege waivers has been called “a requiem marking the death of privilege in
corporate criminal investigations,”6 and has been severely criticized by legal scholars,7
former government prosecutors,8 and trade and business groups.9
Recent judicial decisions, legislative efforts, DOJ policy revisions, and other
government programs may signal a reassessment of the value and wisdom of adhering to
the policies announced in the Thompson Memo. This article will examine these recent
responses to the government’s increasing culture of waiver, and whether those responses
indicate renewed and reinvigorated protection of the attorney-client privilege.
II. The Government’s Reliance on the Principles Enumerated in the Thompson
Memorandum has Resulted in a Culture of Waiver
2003 did not mark a sudden shift in the government’s attitude toward the
attorney-client privilege. The Thompson Memo supplanted a 1999 policy memorandum
written by Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder.10 The “Holder Memo” represented the
first time DOJ embraced privilege waivers as a prosecution policy. However, the Holder
Memo was broadly worded and left the determination of whether to request or consider a
privilege waiver to the discretion of the federal prosecutor.11 The Thompson Memo
revised government policy by dramatically emphasizing the importance of cooperation,
primarily in the form of privilege waivers.12 The Memo also made consideration of these
factors mandatory for all federal prosecutors.13 Thereafter, the U.S. Sentencing
Commission amended federal sentencing guidelines, further weakening the privilege.
The Sentencing Commission’s amendments supported DOJ’s waiver policy by
permitting, or in some cases requiring, consideration of privilege waivers when
evaluating the extent of a corporation’s cooperation for the purposes of criminal
sentencing.14
The potential consequences of widespread use of privilege waivers are serious.
Privilege waivers permit the government to partake of the fruits of a corporation’s
confidential internal investigation. Once the privilege is waived, any prior or subsequent
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statements made by an employee during the course of an investigation become available
to the government. This can become a very effective investigative tool, since employees
being interviewed by their employer may not refuse to speak by invoking their Fifth
Amendment right against self-incrimination. With the knowledge that a single
indictment could signal the end of the corporation, a company’s incentive to fully
cooperate with a government investigation is immense. 15 Consequently, employers may
force employees to choose between retaining their job and potentially divulging
information to the government that it might not otherwise be entitled to obtain.16
A less obvious but potentially more sinister effect of the Thompson Memo arises
in the context of attorneys’ fees. In addition to using privilege waivers to assess
cooperation, the Memo suggests that prosecutors should consider the corporation’s
advancement of attorneys’ fees to employees when evaluating cooperation.17 Implicit in
this provision is the notion that providing legal advice to employees will impede the
government’s ability to investigate.18 Taken to its logical conclusion, this policy
eliminates the attorney-client privilege for individuals in the corporate context by cutting
off funding for legal advice.19
These effects are not speculative. Evidence indicates that the government’s
increasing reliance on privilege waivers has resulted in an erosion of the attorney-client
privilege, despite assertions to the contrary by government officials20 and legal scholars.21
In response to hearings held by the U.S. Sentencing Commission on privilege waivers,
the Association of Corporate Counsel performed a survey of trade and industry groups.22
The survey found that 75% of corporate counsel agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement that a “culture of waiver” has evolved in which government agencies believe it
is reasonable and appropriate to expect a company under investigation to broadly waive
attorney-client privilege or work product protections.23
Furthermore, although the Holder and Thompson Memos indicate that privilege
waivers are not a prerequisite to cooperation, only 13% of outside counsel perceive that
waiver requests are made without any suggestion of positive or negative consequences
that may flow from the corporation’s response to the request.24 In the majority of cases,
the corporate counsel surveyed indicated that requests for privilege waivers are
accompanied by either a direct statement that waiver is a condition precedent to
cooperation or an indirect statement suggesting that waiver is encouraged and in the
company’s interest.25 These figures demonstrate that, in practice, the government has
made the routine use of privilege waivers too enticing (or hazardous) to forego.
With respect to employees targeted for investigation, nearly a quarter of all survey
respondents reported government expectations or demands that the corporation 1) not
advance legal fees or agree to reimburse the employee, 2) not enter into a joint defense
agreement with the employee, 3) refuse to share documents with the employee, or 4)
dismiss an employee who would not consent to an interview.26 In light of the potential
for abuse, not to mention the probable constitutional problems associated with depriving
individuals of legal counsel, the frequency of these coercive demands has raised great
concern among those who believe the ability to obtain counsel, and to communicate with
counsel confidentially, serve a beneficial purpose in our system of justice. After much
hue and cry over the culture of waiver, certain facets of government have begun to
reevaluate the wisdom of privilege waivers. It appears the pendulum may be swinging
back, at least to some degree, in favor of a robust attorney-client privilege.
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III. Recent Signs of a Resurgence of the Attorney-Client Privilege
Despite the government’s increasing reliance on privilege waivers when
conducting corporate criminal investigations, that trend has recently shown signs of
slowing. In particular, steps taken by the U.S. Sentencing Commission, DOJ, Congress
and the Federal Courts suggest that the war over the attorney-client privilege is far from
over.
A. U.S. Sentencing Commission Reconsiders Language Permitting Consideration of
Privilege Waivers when Assessing Cooperation
In 2003, the Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Organizational Guidelines to the U.S.
Sentencing Commission published a report recommending that a discussion of privilege
waivers be added to the guidelines.27 The proposed language indicated that waiver of the
privilege “is not a prerequisite… unless such waiver is necessary in order to provide
timely and thorough disclosure of all pertinent information known to the organization.”28
This commentary was ultimately added to the guidelines in 2004.
Less than one year later, the Commission issued a notice of proposed priorities for
the upcoming year.29 In response to the deluge of public comments regarding the waiver
issue, the Commission decided to review the new commentary on attorney-client
privilege and work product waiver for possible amendment or repeal.30 Based on the
responses garnered at a public meeting, the Commission decided to hold a full hearing on
the issue of the amendments.31 On March 15, 2006, former Acting Deputy Attorney
General Robert McCallum testified in support of the new sentencing guidelines. Under
questioning McCallum strenuously defended the government’s use of privilege waivers,
but admitted that DOJ would be amenable to new language in the guidelines making it
clear that requests for waiver should be rare.32
The commission contemplated three alternatives. First, it could simply leave the
amendments alone, without any additional changes. Second, it could remove the
language that had been added to the commentary in 2004. Finally, it could amend the
guidelines to include a statement that privilege waivers can never be considered as an
element of cooperation. The latter interpretation, favored by the ABA, would have
permanently eliminated a corporation’s decision to waive attorney-client privilege as an
element when assessing the extent of the organization’s cooperation.
Ultimately the commission decided to remove the language from the sentencing
guidelines.33 The Commission stated that the purpose of the revision was to address the
public comments and testimony it had received indicating that the language could be
misinterpreted to encourage waivers.34 Although the Commission did not adopt the
sweeping language favored by the ABA, the change indicates that routine use of privilege
waivers is disfavored. The broader implications of the revision was suggested by
Commissioner Howell’s statement during the hearing that DOJ policies, specifically the
Thompson Memo, should be amended concurrently with the Sentencing Guidelines to
reflect a better understanding of government policy.35
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B. DOJ Institutes Waiver Review Process
In response to the increasing criticism of DOJ’s application of the Thompson
Memorandum, Acting Deputy Attorney General Robert McCallum drafted a new policy
memorandum in 2005.36 The “McCallum Memo” directed all U.S. Attorneys to establish
a written waiver review process whereby federal prosecutors must obtain approval from
the U.S. Attorney before seeking a waiver.37 McCallum stated that the purpose of the
waiver review system was “to ensure that federal prosecutors exercise appropriate
prosecutorial discretion under the principles of the Thompson Memorandum….”38
Implicit in this statement is the recognition that the Thompson Memo was, by itself,
inadequate guidance for prosecutors. In his testimony to the U.S. Sentencing
Commission, McCallum had alluded to the Memo’s deficiency, stating, “the national
standards for waiver requests have already been set in the Thompson memo in terms of
substance.39 (emphasis added). McCallum’s statement indicates that, at best, the
Thompson Memo properly discussed the substantive elements a prosecutor must
contemplate before considering privilege waivers. However, the very existence of the
McCallum Memo seems to acknowledge that DOJ’s procedural process for requesting
privilege waivers has been inadequate, resulting in the inappropriate exercise of
prosecutorial discretion. Theoretically, this implicit admission should operate to relieve
some of the pressure government is placing on the privilege because the formality of a
written review process should discourage overzealous prosecutors from seeking a waiver.
Unfortunately, although the McCallum Memo represents DOJ’s first step back
from its assault on the privilege, in practical terms, any changes that result may be less
significant than expected. The broad language used in the McCallum memo leaves the
creation of a waiver review procedure to the discretion of each U.S. Attorney.40 The
Memo also recognizes that “[s]uch waiver review processes may vary from district to
district (or component to component), so that each United States Attorney or component
head retains [prosecutorial discretion].”41 It gives U.S. Attorneys wide latitude to
formulate a procedural process consistent with his or her own interpretation of
prosecutorial discretion. Therefore, it is conceivable that a review process will be formed
that is consistent with each U.S. Attorney’s current practice. The broad discretionary
character of the McCallum Memo’s mandate is not likely, by itself, to create substantial
restrictions on the use of privilege waivers.
Nevertheless, in the grander scheme, the McCallum Memo represents another step
back towards a robust attorney-client privilege. Ultimately it signals that DOJ, as the
primary party responsible for the erosion of the privilege, recognizes that there are limits
to how far it may go in carrying out its corporate investigations.
C. Congress Weighs In
The policy shift towards a weakened attorney-client privilege has also raised
eyebrows in Congress. On March 7, 2006, the Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on
Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security held hearings on DOJ’s use of privilege
waivers in corporate criminal prosecutions.42 The witnesses at the hearing were largely
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the same individuals who thereafter testified to the U.S. Sentencing Commission,
including former Acting Deputy Attorney General McCallum.
The committee members voiced nearly unanimous concerns over the direction
taken by the justice department on privilege waivers. In particular, several members took
issue with McCallum’s introductory remarks in which he suggested that the department’s
policy on waiver stemmed from the 2002 enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation.43
One committee member questioned this conclusion, arguing that the legislation did not
call for a change in the manner in which investigations are performed.44 Another
remarked that the methods of prosecution had changed so dramatically as a result of the
corporate scandals that “in some ways we may have overreacted.”45 Other committee
members raised a myriad of concerns,46 directing the most difficult questions to
McCallum as the representative of DOJ.
In one notable exchange, when questioned about the necessity of using privilege
waivers instead of more traditional investigatory methods, McCallum defended the policy
by pointing to the complexity of the recent spate of corporate scandals.47 Rep. Delahunt
rejected this response outright, arguing that complex fraud existed long before DOJ
instituted its new policy of seeking privilege waivers.48 Several committee members
agreed, characterizing DOJ’s approach as “the easy way to [investigate].”49 In practical
terms, the waiver policy permits the government to piggyback on the investigation
performed by the corporation.50
In a positive sign, committee members suggested alternative investigatory
approaches to the privilege waiver system. Addressing the possibility that the new
corporate fraud reforms had overwhelmed the government’s capacity to investigate
effectively, several committee members suggested increasing the resources available to
DOJ.51 By increasing the resources available to prosecutors, the government could more
effectively prosecute cases using traditional techniques, thereby eliminating the need to
infringe upon the attorney-client privilege and all of the associated negative
consequences.
Based on the apparent bi-partisan consensus of the committee, DOJ’s policy on
privilege waivers does not have broad support in Congress. Although no date has been
set for additional hearings on the issue, it remains on the House Judiciary Committee’s
agenda. The matter has also been brought before the Senate Judiciary Committee, and
has been postponed twice.52 Although any further action will probably be delayed until
after the mid-term elections in November 2006, the legislature’s willingness to enter the
debate is another sign that government attempts to marginalize the attorney-client
privilege are diminishing.
D. United States v. Stein:53 The Federal Judiciary Weighs in on the
Thompson Memorandum
Following the unofficial rebukes of DOJ policy on privilege waivers by Congress
and the U.S. Sentencing Commission, a federal court in New York took umbrage at the
other major aspect of the Thompson Memo undermining attorney-client privilege.54 As
part of the government’s criteria for analyzing the extent of a corporation’s cooperation
with an investigation, the Thompson Memo recommends evaluating the extent to which
the corporation is protecting its culpable employees.55 The Memo also provides
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examples of uncooperative conduct by the corporation, including advancing attorney’s
fees to the employee, refusing to discharge the employee, and entering into a joint
defense agreement with the employee.56
The collateral effect of these factors operates to undermine the attorney-client
privilege even further. For example, as one critic of the Thompson Memo has noted,
courts have characterized joint defense agreements as an extension of the attorney-client
privilege.57 On a more basic level, the characterization of these factors as indicia of
uncooperative conduct tends to eliminate defense attorney involvement at all.58 Taken
together, the Thompson Memo’s policies become a thinly-disguised attempt to
circumvent the privilege altogether. On the front end of the investigation, the
government pressures the corporation to waive any attorney-client privilege. On the back
end, the government coerces the corporation to refuse paying its employee’s legal bills.
In conjunction, these two actions effectively eradicate defense attorney involvement, and
consequently, any privilege protections.
It is within this context that a Federal District Court Judge decided the
government had gone too far. In United States v. Stein, Judge Lewis A. Kaplan severely
chastised government prosecutors for their conduct in the investigation of accounting
firm KPMG.59 In that case, the government began investigating KPMG, one of the
world’s largest accounting firms, for alleged improper use of tax shelters.60 At first the
corporation was unconcerned with the allegations and did not fully comply with all of
DOJ’s demands.61 However, in November of 2003, the Senate held hearings on abusive
tax shelters and several of KPMG’s senior partners testified.62 The firm’s reception at the
hearing was decidedly unfavorable.63 Thereafter, KPMG became very concerned about
the possibility of an indictment and hired new legal counsel to pursue a more cooperative
approach.64 Company officials communicated their willingness to cooperate to DOJ
investigators on several occasions, insisting, “the object was to save KPMG, not protect
any individuals.”65 The corporation was concerned that an indictment would put the firm
out of business, as happened with Arthur Anderson.66
According to Judge Kaplan, DOJ took full advantage of KPMG’s weakened
bargaining position, implicitly linking the corporation’s cooperation to KPMG’s policy of
paying employee’s legal bills.67 An assistant government attorney indicated that the
company retained the discretion to pay employee’s legal bills, but that DOJ would look at
such payments “under a microscope.”68 In response to the government’s repeated
representations, KPMG took several measures limiting its policy of paying the legal fees
of its employees.69 As the investigation wore on, desperate to show its willingness to
cooperate, the company ultimately refused to pay any legal fees for several of its senior
employees.70
In defense of its actions, the government argued that KPMG “decided of its own
volition” to terminate payment of attorney’s fees, and that “it was KPMG’s decision
alone.”71 The court rejected these arguments, holding that the government violated the
Fifth and Sixth Amendments by causing KPMG to cut off payment of legal fees to its
former employees.72 Central to the court’s holding was the factual findings that the
threats inherent in the Thompson Memo caused the corporation to reconsider its policy of
paying employee’s legal fees,73 and that its decision ultimately to cut off payment of legal
fees was the direct consequence of the pressure applied by the Thompson Memorandum
and the United States Attorney’s Office.74
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The court held that the right to an attorney, including the right to choose which
attorney you feel is best, is a fundamental right which should be free from knowing or
reckless interference from the government.75 Applying strict scrutiny analysis to the
Thompson Memo, the court held that its consideration of the advancement of attorneys’
fees was facially unconstitutional.76 Harshly criticizing the government, Judge Kaplan
stated, “[t]he imposition of economic punishment by prosecutors before anyone has been
found guilty of anything, is not a legitimate government interest—it is an abuse of
power.”77
The court’s decision raises interesting questions about the future of government
policy on corporate investigations. On the practical side, it is possible that future
government attorneys will stop and reflect before utilizing a potentially questionable or
unfair tactic in a corporate investigation. The case may also give pause to DOJ
policymakers.
With respect to the legal conclusions in the case, they seem to raise new
opportunities to challenge DOJ policy on privilege waivers. The central conclusion in the
case is that the government improperly interfered with the defendant’s right to present his
own defense. This conclusion logically extends to government practices on privilege
waivers. For example, by the admission of at least one high-ranking government official,
corporations are encouraged to discharge any non-cooperating employee.78 In addition,
employees cannot assert their Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination when
being questioned by their employer. Consequently, employees are placed in the
untenable position of choosing between retaining their jobs, or subjecting themselves to
potential criminal liability when the company waives the privilege and turns records over
to the government. As with Stein, such government action effectively intrudes on the
employee’s constitutional rights.
In Stein, the judiciary has weighed in for the proposition that the government may
not circumvent the Fifth Amendment by applying pressure to the corporation, which in
turn applies that pressure to the individual. As stated in Stein, government prosecutors
understood “that the threat inherent in the Thompson Memorandum, coupled with their
own reinforcement of that threat, was likely to produce the exact result that occurred—
KPMG’s determination to cut off the payment of legal fees…”79 Government policy on
privilege waivers is sufficiently analogous to render the possibility of future judicial
action plausible.
IV. Conclusion
The United States Supreme Court has stated, “[n]o system worth preserving
should have to fear that if an accused is permitted to consult with a lawyer, he will
become aware of, and exercise those rights. If the exercise of constitutional rights will
thwart the effectiveness of a system of law enforcement, there is something very wrong
with that system.”80 DOJ policy on cooperation in corporate investigations reflects the
underlying sentiment held by policymakers that a legal defense creates an obstacle to a
successful investigation and prosecution of corporate wrongdoing. Since the Thompson
Memorandum was created in 2003, the government has consistently indicated that its
provisions on attorney-client privilege waiver, work product waiver, and the payment
employees of attorneys’ fees are not a prerequisite to effective cooperation by business
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organizations. However, evidence continues to mount that some or all of these factors
have indeed become prerequisites to cooperation.
The attorney-client privilege is rooted in our nation’s history, and its benefits are
almost universally acknowledged. Overzealous government policymakers, perhaps in
their haste to prove to the public that prosecutors are using all means to punish
wrongdoers, have strayed too far from our legal system’s guiding principles. Although
we all benefit from sound corporate governance, free from fraud and other illegal
practices, we benefit more when the public has faith in the legal system. If individuals
cannot have faith in the confidentiality of their communications with their attorney, it is
impossible to build trust. Without trust between attorneys and clients, legal disputes will
ultimately become intractable, thereby making government investigations even more
difficult. Fortunately, in recent months, Congress, the courts, and other agencies have
indicated their reluctance to depart from historic legal practices. These are positive signs
which demonstrate that the shift away from the attorney-client privilege is probably a
temporary deviation from historic norms.
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